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Everything in one place, all from a single source 

Richard Brink presents new and established products at 
BAU 2023 

 
Munich, 24.04.2023. The week got off to a perfect start for the 
construction industry: on 17 April, the exhibition grounds in 
Munich opened their doors for the latest edition of the BAU. The 
company Richard Brink was among the exhibitors at the world’s 
leading trade fair for architecture, materials and systems. The 
metal products manufacturer presented a large selection of its 
products and solutions at the exhibition stand. This included a 
number of significant product innovations, which received a lot of 
attention specifically on the topic of sustainable construction. 

Across an exhibition space of around 250 square metres, Richard Brink 

GmbH & Co. KG gave trade visitors a thorough and detailed look 

around its different product groups. From drainage and dewatering 

solutions to planting and roof systems right over to products designed 

for bathroom use – the exhibition stand in Hall B2 reflected the breadth 

of the company’s product range. Similarly varied were the wishes and 

needs of visitors to the stand, which were met with the help and advice 

of the metal products team. Throughout the exhibition in Munich, the 

team were very much focused on engaging in personal exchanges and 

providing individual assistance. 

New products for greener buildings 

This focus was also felt during the architects tours organised by the 

Bauverlag publishing company. On two of the exhibition days, 

Managing Director Stefan Brink welcomed the guided groups to the 

stand and presented select product highlights in conversation with the 

architects and planners. Among other things, the spotlight was shone 
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on the two versions of the Adam living wall for façade planting. The 

wall’s modular construction using 2mm-thick plant cassettes always 

ensures easy assembly, regardless of the amount of planting required. 

Three different substructures – one that fixes the wall directly to the 

façade using a top-hat rail, another that uses ground anchors, and a 

final version that draws on external wall insulation systems – all 

guarantee professional installation for both new and existing buildings. 

Each model ensures the continuous ventilation of the façade as enough 

space is left for air to circulate between the building’s exterior and the 

planted cassettes. The Adam living wall is available both with a stepped 

design and in a design that sits flat against the façade. 

And this isn’t the only product innovation from Richard Brink to meet the 

demands placed on sustainability in construction: the manufacturer also 

presented three integrated systems for extensive planting on flat and 

sloping roofs. Varying in composition, the Easy, Terra and Bio systems 

satisfy all kinds of customer requirements and structural prerequisites. 

Depending on the version selected, the integrated systems are made 

up of root barrier foils, drain and water storage mats, substrates and 

sedum mats. As a finishing touch, each system is supplied with custom-

made gravel stops and substrate rails together with the necessary 

amount of coarse gravel for the border areas. This provides customers 

with all the components they need to create extensive green roofs from 

a single source. 

Always the right solution 

Both the new and time-proven products attracted a huge number of 

visitors to the Richard Brink stand, which speaks to the significance of 

the BAU. “After six intense days, we can absolutely look back on a 

successful trade fair and a stand that was well frequented throughout. 

We noted a clear trend particularly in the quality of consultation 

sessions: visitors have an increasingly specific idea of what they expect 
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from certain products and solutions for their building project. This 

means our experienced team can get straight to discussing the details. 

Moreover, by drawing on our broad range of standard products and our 

many years of know-how in the field of custom solutions, we’re able to 

make any individual preference a reality,” concludes Managing Director 

Stefan Brink.  

 

(approx. 4,030 characters) 

 
The products from the family company, which was founded in 1976, range from dewatering and 
drainage systems, gravel stops, edging solutions, lawn edgings and edge profiles to wall 
covers, plant boxes, solar substructures, chimney caps and weathervanes. Find more 
information at www.richard-brink.de. 
 
Its sister company, Brink Systembau GmbH, is specialised in the trade fair and exhibition 
business and sells flexible modular construction systems produced by Richard Brink and used, 
for example, as trade fair walls. They are also suitable for other applications, such as machine 
enclosures, noise protection, partition walls or display cases. The product range further includes 
large-scale LED poster displays. These eye-catching displays grab attention even from a 
distance. 


